Guilden Morden Community Pub Ltd
Second Share Offer

A CHANCE TO SHARE IN YOUR LOCAL COMMUNITY
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Why does GMCP want to raise more capital?
• GMCP owns The Three Tuns pub on behalf of the village community
• GMCP provided a lot of financial support to the pub to enable it to survive the
prolonged lockdowns experienced during the pandemic
• While GMCP’s cash reserves are still comfortable, our income in the last 15
months has been lower than expected
• As a result, we are not currently able to take advantage of the early repayment
option on the short-term loan from the Plunkett Foundation this November
• The Plunkett loan is expensive with repayments totaling over £10,000 pa
• Raising an extra £35,000 in share capital will enable us to repay the loan early
• The share issue is not to pay for the resurfacing of the car park, which was
already allowed for in our reserves.

EVERY NEW SHARE PUCHASED WILL SAVE US OVER £300
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Investing in GMCP
Investor Benefits
• Collective ownership of The Three Tuns
• Help to maintain a vibrant local
community
and …
• Be recognised on the new Shareholder
Board in the Dining Bar
• Receive a shareholder card entitling you
to monthly rewards at The Three Tuns
• Potential to earn interest on capital* for
shareholders investing £1,000 or more
* Interest on capital is unlikely to be paid in the next 2 years

Important Information
• GMCP is a Community Benefit Society

• Limited liability
• Downside protected through owning building
and land
• No scope for personal capital gain

•
•
•
•

£250 per share
Minimum investment £250
One shareholder, one vote
Shares are not tradeable and there are
restrictions on withdrawing capital
• Shareholders elect Management
Committee at the AGM

Our original business plan and model rules can be found on our website – www.gmcpltd.com
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Updated Financial Projections - Cash Flow

Resurfacing the car park in July 2021 Net cost to GMCP of £5000 after allowing
for recoverable VAT and Parish Council grant

Raising extra capital
enables us to pay off
the Plunkett loan early
We would then be able to
choose between making further
improvements to the pub
(from 2023) or reducing the
mortgage (as shown here)
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Updated Financial Projections - Income and Expenditure

Grants are recognised as
income either when spent
(e.g., on the car park) or over
several years (e.g., Plunkett)

If we can pay off the
Plunkett loan in November …

Costs exclude VAT that
GMCP can reclaim

… GMCP would expect
to generate a surplus
every year
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Updated Financial Projections - Balance sheet

GMCP’s total debt
is now over £100k

May enable us to repay
all our debts by 2025;
Alternatively, GMCP could
invest in pub improvements

An extra £35,000
in share capital
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